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ON THE CONSISTENCY OF ESTIMATES 
STANISLAV JILOVEC, Praha 
(Received February 6, 1969) 
The relations between four types of consistent estimates (see Definition) are studied. 
Especially, it is proved that the existence of a [wide sense] consistent estimate implies 
the existence of a [wide sense] superconsistent estimate. It is also shown that the 
existence of a wide sense [super]consistent estimate does not guarantee the existence 
of a [super]consistent estimate. 
Throughout this paper the letter Л̂  will denote the set of all positive integers. If A 
is a set then the symbol Л°° will denote the infinite dimensional Cartesian product 
сю 
A^ = XÄi where A^ = A for i - 1, 2, ... 
1 = 1 
Further, if 5̂̂  is a cr-algebra of subsets of the set A and neN then the symbol S^" 
will denote the minimal a-algebra over the class of all subsets of the set Л°° which are 
00 
of type X Ei where E^e 9" for i = 1, 2, ..., n and Ei = AÏOÏ i = n + 1, n + 2, ..., 
i = 1 00 
and the symbol ^°° will denote the minimal cr-algebra over the class (J 3^\ If P is 
i = i 
a probability measure on the a-algebra 6^ then P* will denote the probability measure 
on .9̂ °̂  defined by the imphcation 
00 00 OO 
X £; e =5̂ "̂  => P"( X £,) = П P{E) 
t = 1 Ï = 1 i = 1 
and symbols P"^ and P°° will denote the outer and the inner measure induced by P°°, 
respectively. The characteristic function (indicator) of a set E will be denoted by XE-
Throughout this paper it will be assumed that we are given a measurable space 
(X, ^) such that X e Ж', г, class ^ of probability measures on ^ and a mapping cp 
of ^ into some separable metric space (M, Q). TO simplify our wording, the letter Л 
will al ways denote the cr-algebra of all Borel subsets of M and the letter X the class of all 
subsets of the set X. Let us remark that the mapping/ of X°° into M is X"-measurable 
84 
if and only if the following implication holds: If x = (xj, x^, ...), y = (y^, y^, ,..) e 
e X°° and x̂  = yi for / = 1, 2, ..., n then/(x) = f{y). 
With the above exceptions the usual terminology and notation as e.g. in [ l ] and 
[2] is used without further reference. 
Definition. Let {/„}„6N be a sequence of mappings of X"^ into M. Consider the 
following conditions: 
(i) for every n e N, /„ is X"-measurable 
(is) for every n e N, /„ is ^"-measurable 
(ii) for every £ > 0 and every P e ^ there holds 
n~* CO 
(iis) for every e > 0 and every P e ^ there holds 
00 
lim P»( и {x : e(/„W, viP)) è e}) = 0 
m-+oo n = m 
The sequence {/„}„e^ is called a wide sense consistent estimate for (p on ^ if (i) 
and (ii) hold. 
The sequence {f„}neN is called a wide sense superconsistent estimate for cp on ^ 
if (i) and (iis) hold. 
The sequence {/„}„g^ is called a consistent estimate for cp on ^ if (is) and (ii) hold. 
The sequence {/„}„e^ is called a superconsistent estimate for ф on ^ if (is) and (iis) 
hold. 
Evidently, {fn}„eN is a superconsistent estimate for ф on ^ if and only if (is) holds 
and if, for every P e ^ , 
0) P-{x:lim/„(x) = <p(P)} = 1. 
/l-> 00 
If {fn}neN is a wide sense superconsistent estimate then, for every P e ^, 
(2) £"{x : l im/„ (x) = 9(F)} = 1 . 
П-+00 
However, if conditions (i) and (2) hold, {/„}„e]v need not be a wide sense supercon­
sistent estimate (it even need not be a wide sense consistent estimate) since condition 
(2) does not imply condition (ii). 
Nor the simultaneous fulfilling of conditions (2), (i) and (ii) guarantees that {/„}„e]v 
is a wide sense superconsistent estimate for cp on ^ . These facts are illustrated by the 
following example. 
85 
Example 1. Letz = (О, 1> х (О, 1>,^Ье the class of all sets of the form (О, 1> x 
X E where £ is a Lebesgue measurable subset of (0, 1>, P be the restriction of the 
two-dimensional Lebesgue measure to ̂ , ^ = {P} and (p(P) = 0. 
For xeX°°, let us define 
gl.) = max | / , (x) : 1 ^ ^ ^ " < t ^ M ^ d j Q j 
where x^ denotes the first coordinate of the point x and f„ and j„ are positive integers 
defined by 
- 1 ) 
i„ = mm S^i:ieN,nè^Y j. = n-i^^ 
2 
Obviously, for every xeX, 
lim/„(x) = 0 , lim g„{x) = 0 . 
Therefore 
P^{x : lim/„(x) = 0} = 1 , P"{x : lim g,{x) = 0} = 1 . 
n-*oo n-*-oo 
Further, for every 0 < s ^ 1 
{x : |/„(x)| ^e}= fo,j\ X UJLILI ^ h\ xX xX x..., 
{x : \g„{x)\ ^ E} =: fo,-\ X {0, ly X X X X X ... 
Hence 
lim P'"{x : |/„(x)| ^ e} = lim - = 0, 
00 
limP-(U{x:|/„(x)|^e}) = 1, 
w->oo n = m 
lim P-{x : |0„(x)| è 4 = 1 . 
Now we proceed to the study of relations between the four types of consistent 
estimates defined above. The following assertions are immediate consequences of our 
definition. 
Proposition. Every superconsistent estimate for cp on ̂  is also a wide sense 
superconsistent estimate for (p on 0^ and, at the same time, a consistent estimate 
for (p on 0^. Every consistent estimate is also a wide sense consistent estimate. 
86. 
A nontrivial question is whether the existence of a wide sense consistent estimate 
for (p on ^ guarantees the existence of a consistent estimate for cp on ^ . The answer 
is in the negative. Even the existence of a wide sense superconsistent estimate does not 
imply the existence of a consistent estimate as the following example illustrates. 
Example 2. Let X = (—00, +00), !F be the class of all Borel subsets of X, (M, g) 
be the one-dimensional Euclidean space, ^ be the class of all probability measures 
on ^ and В be an unmeasurable subset of X, i.e. В ф Ж. Let us define a mapping ц> 
of ^ into M by putting 
ф(Р) = 1 if there is an аеВ such that В{о\ — 1 , 
(p{F) = 0 in the other cases . 
If, for ne N and x = (x^, X2, *..)e X"^, f„(x) is defined by 
n 
1 = 2 
then {/„} 
„gjv is obviously a wide sense superconsistent estimate for cp on ^ . 
Let us assume now that a consistent estimate for cp on ^ exists. Let {fn}neN be such 
an estimate. Let us denote 
00 00 00 r лЛ 
C^C) n и Ь : |/„(x)| < - i . 
k=i m = l n = m ( k) 
The ^^"-measurability of/„ implies that 
(3) Ce^\ 
Let us mention that if {h„]„ç^ is a sequence of measurable functions that converge to 
a constant CQ in probability measure fi then 
/ 0 0 00 00 
/̂  л n и 
\ ^ f c = l m = l n = m 
{.:|*.W-c| <!}) = {; 
(0 if С Ф Co 
Therefore 
P^(^C) = 1 if (p{P) = 0, 
P«>(C) = 0 if (p{P) - 1 . 
For a eX let P^ denote the probability measure o n ^ such that P^(a} = 1. Obviously 
P^{(a, 0,..., a, ...)} = 1 and since (p{Pa) = 0 for a e Z — J? and (p{Pa} = 1 for 
ae B.WQ have 
(4) (a, a,.,., a, . . .)e С for a e X — jB, 
(a, a,..., a, ,..)ф С for аеВ, 
87 
Let #" be the class of all subsets E of Z°^ such that 
{a : (a, a, ,.., a, ...) e E] e ^ . 
From (4) it follows that 
(5) Сф^. 
Ой 
It is easily seen that #" is a cr-algebra containing all sets of the form £ = X £̂ i where 
EiE^, i = 1,2, ,.. Hence ^°° c= J^. But this contradicts to (3) and (5). Thus we have 
proved that the consistent estimate for cp on ^ does not exist. 
We proceed now to establish the fundamental result concerning the relation between 
[wide sense] consistent and [wide sense] superconsistent estimates. First of all, we 
state two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let xjj be a continuous mapping of a separable metric space (M, g) into 
some separable metric space (М^, Q^). If {fn}neN ^^ ^ consistent [wide sense consistent, 
wide sense superconsistent or superconsistent^ estimate for cp on ^ then {^{f^}neN 
is a consistent [wide sense consistent, wide sense su per consistent or superconsistent\ 
estimate for \jj{(p) on ^. 
Proof. Since xj/ is continuous, there is for every г > 0 and P e ^ a positive number 
ô{e, P) such that 
{x : 0ШМх)1 Ф{(Р{Р))) ^s}c:{x: ^(/„(x), cp{P)) ^ ô{8, P)} . 
Obviously, iA(/n) is an X"-measurable mapping into (М^^^) where J^i denotes the 
(T-algebra of all Borel sets of the metric space (M^, g^) and if/„ is ^"-measurable then 
il/{f„) is also ^"-measurable. 
Hence, assertions of the lemma follow from the monotony of outer measures. 
Lemma 2. Let f be a real measurable function defined on the measurable space 
(Z°°, ^") such that 
OSf{x)u 1 
and let for every nonnegative integer i T^ be a mapping of X^ into itself defined by 
T (^X|, X2, • • • ) = ( ^ i + l 9 ^ i + 25 • • • ) • 
Then, for every e > 0, every keN and every probability measure P on Ж, 
Proof. It is clear that functions g; defined on the probabihty space (X°°, ^*", P*) 
by 
gix)=f{T"^x), i=\,2,... 
are independent equally distributed random variables with 
Eg, = f / d P - , Dg.Sl. 
Hence, our assertion follows from Tchebycheff's inequality. 
Theorem. / / there exists a wide sense consistent estimate for cp on 0^ then there 
exists also a wide sense super consistent estimate for cp on 0. If there exists a con­
sistent estimate for cp on 0^ then there exists also a super consistent estimate for cp 
on 0. 
Proof. Let {a„}„g;y and {jS„}„giv be two sequences of positive numbers such that 




and let /c„ be an increasing sequence of positive integers such that 
(7) ^"^тЦ ^ = 1.2,... 
I. We shall first suppose that M is the interval <0, 1> and the metric ^ in M is 
defined by 
^(m, m') — \m — m!\ . 
Let {/„} „gjv be a wide sense consistent estimate for ip on 0. We shall prove that for 
every £ > 0 and P e ^ , 
(8) lim P - f и I x : 1 ' z V ^ T - x ) - <p(P) ^ 4 ^ = 0 
where T^ is the mapping defined in Lemma 2. 
Since {/n}«eiv ftilfils condition (ii), there is for every P e ^ a sequence {£„(P)}„e;v 
such that 
lime„(P) = 0 
and 
lim P»{x : |/„(x) - <p(P)| ^ EI?)} = 0 . 
89 
If F e X" then, obviously, 
P'^{F) = inf {F^(F) :F cz ЕеЖ"} . 
Hence it follows that for every P e ^ and neN there exists a set F„ p e ^ " such that 
{x : |/„(x) - <р{Р)\ è 8„{P)} c= F„,p 
and 
P«(F„.p) < F-{x : |/„(x) - ,p(P)| ^ e„(P)} + е„(Р) • 
For every neN and F 6 ̂  let us define mappings h^^p and /i ~p of X"^ into M by 
< p = min {(p{P) + e„(F), 1} Xx--Fn,P + XFr^.P ' 
h~p = max {ç)(F) - £„(F), 0} XA:--F„.P • 
Obviously, both h^p and /г ~p are ^'"-measurable and it holds 
(9) K^.uLuhl^ 
(10) lim Ephlp = lim E^/j-p = (p(P) 
where the symbol Ep denotes the expectation with respect to the probability measure F. 
It follows from (9) that 
и • f ' l / n ( T - x ) - Ephlp à Л с: j x : 1 YKP{T"'X) - Eph^p ^ Л 
I К »-=0 } I k„ i=o J 
and according to Lemma 2 and (7) the F'^-measure of the set on the right hand side 
of this inclusion is less than ß^ and consequently 
P'^lxij- 'f'UT^'x) - £p<P ̂  4 й ßn. 
Analogously we can prove the inequality 
P'-U:- E Л(Г-х) - Eph-p ̂  - a j ̂  Ä . 
I К i = 0 J 
According to (10) there is for every F e ^ and e > 0 an integer fto(^? ^) such that for 
ail n ^ «o(^. £) 
<P{P) - ^p^ntp + e > a„, c/)(F) - Eph~p - e < -(x„, 
90 
Evidently, for n ^ По{Р) we can write 
\kn i=o 
> 8\ < 
( /C„ i = 0 • J 
+ P - L : 1 "^ / ^ ( r - x ) - £р/1-р g ф(Р) - E,h;, - e l ^ 
(. ^« '̂=0 ' J 
^ P - | x : f ' Z Л(Г-1х) - ЕХ,Р ^ ^n] + 
+ F- Sx : f 'J: Л(Т-Х) - £p/|-p ^ -aA < 2Д.. 
This inequality together with the countable subadditivity of outer measures and with 
assumption (6) immediately imply (8). 
II. Now, let us assume that (M, Q) is a subspace of the Hilbert cube. Therefore 
every point m e M is a sequence of real numbers m = {^t}teN such that 0 ^ m^ ^ lit, 
t = 1,2, .... and the metric Q is defined by 
00 
д(т, m') = \\m - m'\\ = ^{Yai^t - ^У)-
t=i 
Let {/„}„елг be a wide sense consistent estimate for cp on ^ . Let us define the map­
pings gj^, к = 1,2, ... ofX"^ into M by 
9к{х) = fk{x) f o r Ä: = 1, 2 , . . . , Ä:̂  — 1 , 
kn-i 
Obviously, g,^ is X^-measurable. If/^ is ^^-measurable then g,^ is also ^^-measurable. 
Evidently, we can write 
(11) lim P - ( и {x : \\g,(x) - ç{P)\\ Ш e}) = 
m -* 00 fc = Ш 
= lim P' (if- . . } ) . 
< lim P" f и f : E ff Yfi'XT"'x) - <p^'\P)Y à 4 ) й 
m->oo \ n = m (̂  <=1 \k„ i = 0 / 4 j / 
^X! limF"( и \x: 




where i^ is such an integer that 
" 1 e^ 
E : 7 < T 
and/i'^(x) and (p^*\P) denote the r-coordinate of/„(x) and (p{P) respectively. 
Since (8) implies that every summand on the right hand side of the second inequality 
in (U) is equal to zero, Theorem is proved provided that (M, g) is a subspace of the 
Hubert cube. However, according to Urysohn's Embedding Theorem, every separable 
metric space is homeomorphic to a subspace of the Hilbert cube. Consequently, in 
view of Lemma 1, it follows that Theorem holds in the general case. 
Let us remark that the second assertion of Theorem is proved in a different way in 
[3] (see Theorem 2.9) where necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
a superconsistent estimates are also given. 
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